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QUESTION 1

You want to deploy a VPN Gateway to connect your on-premises network to GCP. You are using a non BGP-capable
on-premises VPN device. You want to minimize downtime and operational overhead when your network grows. The
device supports only IKEv2, and you want to follow Google-recommended practices. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a Cloud VPN instance. Create a policy-based VPN tunnel per subnet. Configure the appropriate local and
remote traffic selectors to match your local and remote networks. Create the appropriate static routes. 

B. Create a Cloud VPN instance. Create a policy-based VPN tunnel. Configure the appropriate local and remote traffic
selectors to match your local and remote networks. Configure the appropriate static routes. 

C. Create a Cloud VPN instance. Create a route-based VPN tunnel. Configure the appropriate local and remote traffic
selectors to match your local and remote networks. Configure the appropriate static routes. 

D. Create a Cloud VPN instance. Create a route-based VPN tunnel. Configure the appropriate local and remote traffic
selectors to 0.0.0.0/0. Configure the appropriate static routes. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/vpn/docs/concepts/choosing-networks-routing 

 

QUESTION 2

You are disabling DNSSEC for one of your Cloud DNS-managed zones. You removed the DS records from your zone
file, waited for them to expire from the cache, and disabled DNSSEC for the zone. You receive reports that DNSSEC
validating resolves are unable to resolve names in your zone. 

What should you do? 

A. Update the TTL for the zone. 

B. Set the zone to the TRANSFER state. 

C. Disable DNSSEC at your domain registrar. 

D. Transfer ownership of the domain to a new registrar. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

Before disabling DNSSEC for a managed zone you want to use, you must deactivate DNSSEC at your 

domain registrar to ensure that DNSSEC-validating resolvers can still resolve names in the zone. 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/dns/docs/dnssec-config 

 

QUESTION 3
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You have deployed a proof-of-concept application by manually placing instances in a single Compute Engine zone. You
are now moving the application to production, so you need to increase your application availability and ensure it can
autoscale. 

How should you provision your instances? 

A. Create a single managed instance group, specify the desired region, and select Multiple zones for the location. 

B. Create a managed instance group for each region, select Single zone for the location, and manually distribute
instances across the zones in that region. 

C. Create an unmanaged instance group in a single zone, and then create an HTTP load balancer for the instance
group. 

D. Create an unmanaged instance group for each zone, and manually distribute the instances across the desired
zones. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/instance-groups/rolling-out-updates-to-managedinstance-groups 

 

QUESTION 4

You are adding steps to a working automation that uses a service account to authenticate. You need to drive the
automation the ability to retrieve files from a Cloud Storage bucket. Your organization requires using the least privilege
possible. 

What should you do? 

A. Grant the compute.instanceAdminto your user account. 

B. Grant the iam.serviceAccountUserto your user account. 

C. Grant the read-onlyprivilege to the service account for the Cloud Storage bucket. 

D. Grant the cloud-platformprivilege to the service account for the Cloud Storage bucket. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/access/iam 

 

QUESTION 5

You converted an auto mode VPC network to custom mode. Since the conversion, some of your Cloud Deployment
Manager templates are no longer working. You want to resolve the problem. 

What should you do? 

A. Apply an additional IAM role to the Google API\\'s service account to allow custom mode networks. 

B. Update the VPC firewall to allow the Cloud Deployment Manager to access the custom mode networks. 

C. Explicitly reference the custom mode networks in the Cloud Armor whitelist. 
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D. Explicitly reference the custom mode networks in the Deployment Manager templates. 

Correct Answer: D 
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